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FOR THOSE WHO MISSED THE RUN….

Run site at 99m elevation, Max elevation 340m. Length 13.4km and over
600m of climb.
Today no Jake, TT, nor Ah Man, just me, Ah Goh, Roger, Lum Sui, and
later joined by Chris Tan. We started by following the paper up one of
the usual tracks into the hills. Past the abandoned shacks where there is
a zig-zag bend and then the first check (elevation 114m). A falsie ahead
leading up the hill kena all of us, and paper found across the valley on
an uphill track where CT joined us, and uphill for another 30 minutes,
never ending uphill.
So what goes up goes down and the obvious second check (elevation
290m). Roger kena the false trail and the long walk back and the trail
continued up and down after we regroup. We continued along wide open
trails until what appeared to be an unrecc’ed trail across a steep valley
down one side and then up the other steep side though overgrown
rubber. As we reached the top another check, the third. (elevation
269m).
Easy check with a decision of left or right on the now wide open tracks.
Home was to the left but as we had done less than 5km the choice was
to the right. But the amount of climbing was more than normal so we
should be heading for home. Alas, no, we continued heading away from
home. The GPS said 2km home and with pusing pusing and the amount
of climb 8km would be a reasonable run. But no, the km’s kept
accumulating and the climbing continued as we slowly turned for home
with check four (elevation 306m).
This time the paper was in the direction of home, but still a long way to
go. However, the compensation that the trail was now downhill (mostly).
We continued on this ‘never ending hash’ until we hit familiar territory
and eventually reached home. The gps said over 600m of climb and
13.4 km which was why the front runner was back after 7.30pm in the
dark and the others slowly returning after longer times.

